Image identification technology has great significance for forestry production and forestry management. Highly similar object identification tasks, such as tree species with similar leaves, are extremely challenging. Simply using typical Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) or simply adding more convolutional layers still performs poorly in the above tasks. In this paper, we present a novel attention mechanism to enhance the CNN for identification of tree species with highly similar leaves. This paper presents a highly discriminative network, namely attention branch based convolutional neural networks (ABCNN), to better distinguish the differences between leaves features. Firstly, we proposed a novel structure, in which an attention branch is added in all block layers of network besides the typical normal branch. Secondly, our attention branch adopts a condensation process to obtain a region of interest (ROI) from global information of input and designs a reconstruction process to amplify the features difference to focus on the ROI. Thirdly, we design a fusion process, which carefully combines the attention branch with a normal branch to improve the network performance in the training process. The proposed ABCNN is tested on special dataset of Leafsnap with highly similar tree leaves. Our approach achieved 91.43% classification accuracy, which is higher than previous methods. Furthermore, ABCNN is also tested on general data set of SVHN and obtains 98.27% classification accuracy, which is the most competitive when considering the lower computational resources for ordinary applications. Both above experiments demonstrate the discrimination and robustness of the proposed method.
I. INTRODUCTION
The use of image processing in forestry production and forestry management can improve the efficiency of forestry works, such as precious tree protection, forest environmental monitoring, forest fire warning, forest pest and disease prevention, forest savings estimation and rational exploit of forest resources [1] - [5] . One important task in forestry engineering is tree species identification, which can help foresters quickly know the variety of trees for following work and management [6] , [7] .
In recent years, image-based identification of tree species is moved from traditional researches [8] - [11] to deep learning The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Juan Wang . methods [12] , [13] and achieved state-of-the-art results. However, those distinguishing methods of tree species with highly similar leaf images are still challenging even for deep learning methods. Simply using the classical CNN structure is not enough for such similar leaf images classification task. Some enhanced CNN methods by brutally adding layers or adding connections, they still can not achieve satisfactory performance for such tasks.
In this paper, we report a novel attention mechanism to enhance the state-of-the-art CNN, which aims to improve the network identification ability for challenging identification tasks, such as the identification of tree species with highly similar leaves. Major contributions of the proposed approach are as follows: (1) A novel attention mechanism structure is proposed, in which we add an attention branch VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ in all block layers of network besides the typical normal branch; (2) A condensation process is designed to capture the top information of input and a reconstruction process is designed to amplify the discrimination of highly similar features while keeping the original features; (3) The proposed attention branch can be fused and compatible with state-ofthe-art CNN structure; (4) Experiments on both special data set and general data set demonstrate the discrimination and robustness of the proposed method. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly reviews related work in tree species identification on both traditional methods and deep learning methods. Section III describes the proposed methodology, including the proposed structure and attention branch fusion fashion in the network. The experiments show that the discrimination and robustness of the proposed method in Section IV. Section V discusses the application potential of the proposed methodology.
II. RELATED WORK
Tree species identification is an important topic in forestry engineering for many applications. In the early ages, tree species identification is based on professional equipments. In 1982, Ulaby et al. utilized the airborne radar for tree species classification [14] . In 1999, Gao et al. proposed a tree species classification which was based on the spatial and spectral resolutions of satellite data [8] . However, above approaches [8] , [14] require professional equipment for data acquisition and data pre-processing, which are very difficult and costly for common use. So, the application of these methods are very limited.
With the rapid development of general image/video sensors in recent years [15] , [16] , image recognition and classification technology draw a lot of attention for tree species identification [17] - [21] . In reference [10] , local contrast and statistical features were extracted from a window centered at the image pixel and were used to plant identification, which proved the feasibility of the identification method based on tree leaves. However, this method relies on manual extraction of features, making this method not widely available [10] . Mzoughi et al. used the different features of the sub-images of the tree leaves to combine the full images of advanced tree species recognition, but this method relies too heavily on artificial-features [11] . Peña et al. used traditional machine learning methods for classification of plant image, which achieved state-of-the-art performance and predictive accuracy. However, Peña's method relies on experts' experience to select features and may lose some tiny features [22] .
However, traditional image-based method tree species recognition by using leaf image is based on artificial-feature method. Although above traditional image-based methods are convenient in data acquisition, they take a lot of work for data processing and manual extraction feature. It can not be used anywhere and anytime. It also causes that the traditional methods are not universal. Nowadays, with the development of a new generation of Artificial Intelligence (AI), the deep learning methods are becoming the mainstream approaches for image recognition and classification [23] - [27] .
• On the one hand, deep learning methods are being used for tree species recognition. Söderkvist O et al. first proposed a feed-forward network to identify different types of trees based on the characteristics of tree leaf images [28] . Zhou H et al. used deep convolutional neural networks to identify tree species based on various multi-dimensional features of leaf images [12] . Sun Y et al. used the ResNet26 to classify the plants [13] .
While above methods achieved state-of-the-art results in tree species identification [13] , they still suffer problems of low accuracy rate in the case of highly similar of leaf image of many types of complex tree species.
• On the other hand, the exploration of different network architectures is under developing. Since in 2012 Hinton team proposed the AlexNet [29] network, different deep convolution networks are presented, such as VGG [30] , NIN [31] , Inception [32] , ResNet [33] , DenseNet [34] , NASNet [35] and so on. These models improve network performance by increasing model depth and connectivity, to achieve good results in many general data sets.
However, simply using a typical network does not accomplish complex classification tasks, such as tree species with high similarity leaves. Even brutally adding layers or adding connections can't achieve good classification performance for such highly similar classification tasks. More seriously, the increase in the depth of the network layers will leads to a large amount of network parameters and computational complexity, which are more likely to cause gradient vanish and make the network difficult to being training.
Our motivation is to design a reliable method to solve the identification task of highly similar tree species. We proposed a novel attention mechanism to enhance CNN. The first contribution is to propose a novel attention mechanism structure in which we add an attention branch in all block layers of network besides the typical normal branch. Furthermore, the novel attention mechanism is presented to help network capture the top information to amplify the difference between highly similar features. In addition, the proposed attention mechanism can be fused and compatible with state-of-theart CNN structure. The experiments show that the proposed approach can perform well in identification task of tree species and also have strong general ability.
III. METHOD
Focusing on highly similar object recognition tasks of tree species with similar leaves, we design a highly discriminative network. In Section III-A, we present a novel ABCNN architecture which adds a novel attention branch in all block layers of network besides the typical normal branch. In Section III-B, we describe a novel attention mechanism in detail, which can be fused with state-of-the-art CNN structure. In Section III-C, we provide a parameter reduction strategy to improve network computing efficiency.
A. THE ARCHITECTURE OF ABCNN
CNN is an important technology in deep learning and has breakthroughs in many fields. CNN can exploit the shiftinvariance, local connectivity, and compositionality of image data. And as a result, CNN can extract local meaningful features that are shared with the entire datasets for various image analysis tasks [36] , [37] . CNN is good at handling structural data, which is widely used in the field of data process [38] , [39] . However, in complex tasks, such as tree species identification with highly similar leaves, simply using CNN and simply adding more layers and connections does not perform well. Conversely, over excessively increasing the network depth will cause the gradient vanish, which will lead to the inability to continue training the network.
According to the classification task of complex tree species in forestry engineering, we propose the ABCNN to enhance the normal CNN identification ability, as shown in Figure 1 . We have added a novel attention mechanism as an attention branch in ABCNN to improve the classification ability of the network. The proposed ABCNN approach does not brutally increase the depth and connection in the structure but flexibly adds a novel attention branch to enhance the discrimination ability of the normal network.
As shown in Figure 1 , we designed a novel attention branch to combine with the branch of state-of-the-art CNN. The two branches compose a new neural networks block with attention mechanism, named as attention mechanism block (AMB), which will be described in Section III-B.
In context of this research for tree species identification with highly similar leaves, the proposed novel network includes 4 sets of AMBs. In each of AMBs, a normal branch and an attention branch are carefully combined to improve the network's performance in the training process.
In order to reduce the overall calculation and parameters, we also design a Compression Block (CB) between each pair of the adjacent AMBs. The proposed CB and related reduction will be described in Section III-C.
Correspondingly, there are 3 sets of CBs in the proposed network for tree species identification with highly similar leaves. In addition, the proposed network includes a classification block, which composes with a global average pooling and a fully connected layer.
Finally, the network uses softmax as the activation function, which normalizes the results.
B. ATTENTION MECHANISM BLOCK 1) THE ARCHITECTURE OF AMB
The core of the proposed network is the AMB, as shown in Figure 2 . The attention mechanism can be fused and compatible with state-of-the-art CNN structure. In this way, the classification can improve performance of the network.
Specifically, the AMB consists of a normal branch and an attention branch as follows.
• In normal branch, typical Convolutional Layer (Conv) is used to complete the classification task of the block.
• In attention branch, we add an attention mechanism to help the normal branch to quickly capture key features and to accurately find the ROI. The normal branch is inspired by Dense Convolutional Neural Network (DenseNet) [34] , which uses dense connections to transfer features. This connection approach maximizes the delivery of original features to subsequent networks, and can avoid the gradient vanish problem caused by the network too deep, as shown in Figure 2 .
DenseNet uses dense connectivity, such as:
where a normal branch containing L neural units, there are L ×(L +1)/2 connections. In context of this research for tree species identification with highly similar leaves, we design 6 neural units in the normal branch. Each neural unit consists of Batch Normalization (BN), Rectified Linear Units (ReLU) and Conv. To reduce the parameters of the model, a Conv(1 × 1) named as the bottleneck layer is added into each neural unit. Finally, each neural unit is composed of BN +RelU +Conv(1 × 1)+BN+RelU+Conv(3 × 3), as shown in Figure 1 .
Highly similar object identification tasks, such as tree species with similar leaves, are extremely challenging. Therefore, we need a highly discriminative network to perform high similarity complex classification task. We proposed a novel attention mechanism for state-of-the-art CNN to enhance identification ability for challenging identification tasks.
• Firstly, we hope that the novel attention branch can capture the top information of input. Thus, we design a condensation process to obtain the ROI from the input global information.
• Secondly, we need to further distinguish the different features and combine with the normal branches, so we design a reconstruction process to amplify the discrimination of highly similar features while keeping the original features.
• Thirdly, we want to be able to flexibly add new attention branches in network and enhance the discrimination of normal networks. In addition, we design a fusion process that combines the attention branch with the normal branch to improve network performance in the training process.
The attention branch mainly includes a condensation process and a reconstruction process.
The condensation process is composed of 3 sets of Conv (3×3) and Max Pooling (3×3). The condensation process can quickly search for global information and obtains the ROI. The reconstruction process is composed of several bilinear interpolations. In order to keep the output size the same as the input feature map, we set the number of bilinear interpolations as same as that of max pooling of condensation process. Following reconstruction process, a sigmoid layer normalizes the output range to [0,1] after two consecutive Conv (1 × 1). Finally, attention branch fuse with normal branch in a pointmultiply manner.
We propose the novel attention mechanism, which can distinguish features from complex classification tasks to complete classification tasks. In complex classification tasks, high similarity of features makes classification difficult. We design a condensation process to obtain a ROI from global information of input and design a reconstruction process to amplify the features difference to focus on the ROI. This part can effectively improve the distinguishing ability of the network and pay attention to the ROI. In addition, we adopt a fusion approach to ensure that the attention branch does not affect the normal branch classification performance. Therefore, our proposed novel attention mechanism can be combined with normal CNN networks to improve the performance of complex classification tasks such as high similarity tree species classification.
In summary, the attention branch can not only serve as a feature selector during forward inference, but also as a gradient update filter during back propagation. The AMB in an end-to-end training fashion enables the network to have better classification ability and achieved better results in complex classification tasks in specific fields, such as tree species identification with highly similar leaves.
2) BRANCH FUSION IN THE PROPOSED AMB
For images with clutter background, complex scenes, and large appearance variations, it is difficult to obtain top information in the image by only using one AMB. Our analysis discovers that, if focusing on the image information only once, it is difficult to correct the errors once the attention branch has an error message. Therefore, it is necessary to adopt multiple AMBs for the classification task.
However, simply overlapping attention mechanism into the network structure does not provide an effective attention mechanism, and eventually leads to a decline in the performance of the network. The reason is that, the features in the attention branch are normalized by the activation function and will become the values between the [0,1] range. When the attention branch combines with the normal branch, the process will gradually lead to data decay and will prevent the network being continued training. In addition, after passing the attention branch, the data of non-important areas get lower weight. Thus, the data of non-important areas after being combined with the normal branch data will destroy the original feature data.
In order to solve above problems, the proposed AMB adopts a residual learning approach, as shown in Figure 2 .
In the ordinary attention mechanism, the learning weights are directly fused into the original image as follows.
where x is the input of both the normal branch and the attention branch. The output of the normal branch is N (x), the output of the attention branch is A(x), and H (x) is the output AMB. Ordinary methods will gradually lead to smaller and smaller information in the feature map, which will degrade the performance of the network model. Different from above method, in this paper we skillfully adopts an improved residual learning method as follows:
After adopting the residual learning method, the proposed network can prevent the degradation of the network in training as follows:
• If the attention branch output A(x) is 0, the part does not affect the feature data of the normal branch;
• If the attention branch considers the important feature, the part of the feature becomes more obvious after the residual learning mode. The residual learning method used in the AMB not only guarantees the overall performance of the model, but also solves the problem of the interference of the attention mechanism to the data.
3) REDUCING NETWORK PARAMETERS
The high accuracy of CNNs in visual recognition tasks has fueled the desire to deploy these networks on platforms with limited computational resources in low-level computing devices [40] , [41] . Unfortunately, the most accurate deep CNNs, such as the winners of the ImageNet [42] and COCO [43] challenges, were designed for scenarios in which computational resources are abundant [44] , [45] . As a result, these networks cannot be used to perform on low-level computing devices.
Considering that the tree species identification with highly similar leaves should be widely used in forest engineering, we proposed to reduce network parameters as much as possible and enable the proposed network to be run on low-level computing devices.
In order to speed up training and reduce computational resources, we add a bottleneck layer in each neural unit of the normal branch. It has been noted in [33] ,[34] that a 1 × 1 convolution can be introduced as bottleneck layer before each 3 × 3 convolution to reduce the number of input feature-maps, and thus to improve computational efficiency [34] . The bottleneck layer will reduce the number of input feature-maps in AMB.
Furthermore, in order to compress the network more, we add a CB between a pair of the adjacent AMBs in the network to reduce the number of output feature maps. The CB consists of a Conv(3 × 3) and a Pooling(2 × 2).
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSES
In this section, firstly, we introduce our data set and preprocessing method in Section IV-A. Secondly, we describe the training strategy and experimental parameters in Section IV-B. Thirdly, we test the proposed ABCNN for identification task of tree species with highly similar leaves, and compare it with state-of-the-art methods in Section IV-C. Finally, the proposed ABCNN is also tested on general data set in Section IV-D.
A. DATA SET AND PREPROCESSING
Data is the key to training a strong network. The first step of the experiment is data preprocess, which directly affects the later work and the experiment results. In this paper, the experimental data set uses the tree leaf public data set provided by Leafsnap [46] for following reasons.
• The dataset covers all 185 tree species from the Northeastern United States, which includes many subspecies in real word.
• The original data set have 7719 images (800 * 600 pixels) by mobile devices (iPhones mostly) in outdoor environments. The data acquisition is every convenient and lowcost.
• In addition, these dataset contains varying degrees of noise, such as blur, noise, illumination patterns, shadows, etc. Most of the data conform to the image of the leaf in the real forest engineering.
• Many subspecies leaves have highly similar features. Thus this data is challenging when being compared with other general tree species data.
We randomly divided the original data set into 6109 training sets and 1610 test sets. Considering that the Leafsnap is a small dataset, we adopt a standard pre-process in deep learning training.
The data augmentation strategies we use are widely used in these small datasets [33] , [47] - [49] . The augmentation strategies are used as follows.
• Gamma transformation: the value of the gamma is calculated according to the standard method. If gamma <1, the gray level of the picture is brightened, otherwise the gray level of the picture is deepened.
• Spatial geometric transformation: spatial geometric transformation is the random processing of pictures, such as shrinking, enlarging, rotating and translating. • Low-pass filtered image smoothing: the picture is passed through a low-pass filter to remove the high frequency portion of the image.
• Noise perturbation: tandomly generate discrete pixels on the image. We use data augmentation strategy to expand the training data volume of Leafsnap, such as gamma transformation, spatial geometric transformation, low-pass filtered image smoothing and noise perturbation. During the pre-process, each image randomly chooses augmentation strategy to generate three to five new images.
After pre-process, a total of 26,253 samples of experimental training data were obtained. The original test data is 1610 samples. A total of 27,863 samples of experimental training data and test data.
Meanwhile, we compare the data augmentation training set with training set without data augmentation. The experimental results are as follows.
Data augmentation is a standard operation in training networks. Data augmentation not only improves network performance, but also prevents overfitting. Table 1 shows that data augmentation on the training data set can improve the classification accuracy of the network in the task of tree species identification with highly similar leaves.
B. TRAINING STRATEGY AND EXPERIMENTS 1) LEARNING RATE
Learning rate is crucial to the training a network. In context of this research, we adopt learning rate warmup strategy in the beginning of the training, and adopt cosine annealing strategy in the subsequent training for learning rate decay.
At the beginning of the training, all parameters are typically random values and are far away from the final solution.
Using a large learning rate may result in numerical instability. Thus, we adopt the learning rate warmup strategy [51] , in which a smaller learning rate is set at the beginning of training, and then the initial learning rate is set when the training process is stable.
In the subsequent training, considering that the highly similar identification task in this research, we adopt the cosine annealing strategy [52] . Assume the total number of batches is T , then at batch t, the learning rate η t is computed as:
where η is the initial learning rate.
This learning rate decay relatively smooth, the training rules are consistent, and the accuracy can be improved.
2) TRAINING OPTIMIZATION
During the back propagation phase, the network parameters are trained and solved by the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization algorithm, in which the categorical cross entropy loss function is the optimization object.
The SGD algorithm is a drastic simplification. Each iteration estimates this gradient based on a randomly chosen example.
where w are the weights of a network, L(w) is the loss, X is a labeled training set, and l (x, w) is the loss computed from samples x ∈ X and their labels y.
where β is a batch sampled from X and n = |β| is the batch size, η is the learning rate, and t is the iteration index.
The cross-entropy loss function is defined as:
where s j is j th element in the classification score vector s.
3) OTHER EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS
In our experiment, we sets 100 Epoch. The batch size is set to 64.
In the normal branch of ADB, input features passes through each neural unit and produces k featuremaps. We refer to the hyper-parameter k as the growth rate of the network. The growth rate of the network is set to 12.
4) LABORATORY INSTRUMENT PARAMETERS
The experiment was implemented in Linux, Keras design.
The hardware is as follows: memory 256GB, CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2630 V 4. GPU: Tesla V100 (16GB) × 4.
C. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 1) ANALYSIS OF CONDENSATION PROCESS STRUCTURE IN PROPOSED ATTENTION BRANCH
The purpose of the experiment in this sub-section is to choose an optimal condensation process structure for the task of tree species identification with highly similar leaves.
In the experiment, the reconstruction process is based on bilinear interpolation, which is fixed. Therefore, only the structure of condensation process is variable and is decided by different basic pooling operation as shown in Table 2 .
Our experiment compares the three condensation methods of Max Sampling, Average Sampling and Overlapping Sampling in different number. According to Table 2 , when the proposed AMB selects 3 sets of Max Sampling, the network performs best.
Therefore, the proposed attention branch is designed with 3 sets of Max Sampling for the task of tree species identification with highly similar leaves.
2) ACTIVATE FUNCTION IN ATTENTION BRANCH
The purpose of the experiment in this sub-section is to choose an optimal activation function in proposed attention branch for the task of tree species identification with highly similar leaves.
The experiment compares the performance under different activation functions and selects an optimal activation function.
• The activation function f 1 is a simple sigmoid function that mixes channels and spatial position, as shown in equation (8) .
• The activation function f 2 is an activation function that limits the spatial information based on the L2 normalization of the channel domain, as shown in equation (9) .
• The activation function f 3 is only reserved for spatial features, suppressing channel features, as shown in equation (10) .
where i represents the value in the spatial, c represents the value of the channel, mean c and std c represents the feature value and variance corresponding to the feature map of the c channel. As shown in Table 3 , the experimentally compared Top-1 error rates for the Mix attention, Channel attention, and Spatial attention are 8.57%, 9.21%, and 9.15%. Among the attention types, the best one is Mix attention. Thus, the proposed attention branch is designed to select Mix attention, the activate function f 1 , to normalize the data for the task of tree species identification with highly similar leaves. After above experiments, we complete the proposed ABCNN structure.
3) COMPARISONS AND ANALYSES
In this sub-section, the proposed network will compared with previous methods to verify the performance gain for the task of tree species identification with highly similar leaves.
ResNet26 is chosen for comparison in the experiment because it is the state-of-the-art method [13] . We also compare with the current mainstream methods to prove the effectiveness of our proposed method, such as ResNet [33] , DenseNet [34] , SE-ResNet [50] . In addition, we also use CNN without attention mechanism(normal) as baseline for comparison.
We compare their Precision, Recall, and F-Measure on the Leafsnap data set (as described in sub-section IV-A) with same experimental parameters.
The experimental results of each network are shown in Table 4 .
As shown in Table 4 , among the experimented methods, the proposed ABCNN performed best for Top-1 accuracy rate in the same epoch. For the task based on highly similar leaves identify tree species, our proposed ABCNN acquired 91.43% accuracy rate.
According to Figure 4 and Table 4 , we can also analyze and find the following: • The experimental results show that the proposed method is higher than the state-of-the-art ResNet26 method in the classification task of tree species with highly similar leaves.
• Our proposed ABCNN and SE-ResNet50 classification performance is significantly better than the network without attention mechanism. This demonstrates that the attention mechanism can significantly improve the classification ability of the network of this classification task.
• Experiments show that our proposed ABCNN performance is obviously better than current mainstream networks such as ResNet50 and DenseNet40.
• In the classification task of tree species with high similarity leaves, the novel attention mechanism network proposed by us is better than the classification performance of SE-ResNet50.
• Specifically for tree species identification, the proposed ABCNN improved 4.4% when being compared to the CNN with no attention branch.
D. THE ABCNN ON SVHN
The experiment in this sub-section is to demonstrate the generality and feasibility of ABCNN. The experiment is based on the public data set SVHN [53] , which is an image of the house number in the natural scene obtained from the Google Street View image. The SVHN data set is a digital identification data set including 73,257 training set and 26,032 test set. The SVHN dataset consists of a total of 10 categories, each of which corresponds to the category label to which the category belongs. The SVHN has been widely sued in many literatures [31] - [34] . The experiment uses the same experimental equipment and experimental parameters as described in Section IV-B. The experimental results of each network are shown in Table 5 . The proposed ABCNN achieved the classification accuracy of 98.27% on the SVHN dataset, while the other state-ofthe-art methods are: ResNet 97.99%, DenseNet-40 98.21% and DenseNet-100 98.41% [33] , [34] . ABCNN achieve the second position for general image identification task on SVHN dataset. However, the first position (DenseNet-100) uses more layers and computational resources. Thus, the proposed ABCNN is the most competitive when considering the lower computational resources for ordinary applications. Our proposed ABCNN not only accomplishes the classification task of tree species with high similarity leaves, but also can be applied to general classification tasks.
V. CONCLUSION
In the context of highly similar classification tasks, we proposed a novel attention mechanism for state-of-the-art CNN to enhance identification ability for challenging identification tasks, such as the identification of tree species with highly similar leaves. The experiments on both tree species identification task and general image dentification task demonstrate the discrimination and robustness of the proposed ABCNN method.
In future work, we will continue the work for more practical applications in forestry work to improve the efficiency of forestry engineering. For example, the tree dataset used in this paper will be expanded by more complex tree species at different phases of the life cycle and with more detailed annotations. In this way, we can apply the proposed approach for tree grow prediction, tree insect disease detection, and so on. We also hope to extend the proposed approach to other classification tasks in graphics, image, video, vision and social network [54] - [56] .
